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read the user manual for more information. you
can use the following shortcut keys to display the
screens in a different order: alt-a: show the proxy
chains window alt-b: show the network options
window alt-c: show the connection chains window
alt-d: show the network settings window 16
proxifier shows two different types of connections
at once: connections that have hostname resolved
and un-resolved. in the figure below all resolved
connections are shown. the connection can be
established in different ways (status): direct
(blue); ignored (gray); refused (red) or error (red).
you can select all connections by ctrl-clicking (or
cmd-clicking on mac) the row of a selected
application (e.g. firefox). most connections can be
removed by the remove button. the delete button
does not remove the connection, it just removes
the selected items from the connection list. it
does not delete the connection from the network.
17 using the connection tab you can configure
your active connections. the important fields are
hostname and port. they specify hostname that
should be resolved, as well as the port to which
the connection is established. you can see which
hostnames and ports will be resolved with
standard dns servers when connection is
processed without a proxy. in case of https
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proxifier will check if you have an active
certificate installed on your machine. by default
proxifier will use the same port that was used for
connection. it can be changed (forced to use
different port) in profile->advanced. if proxifier is
configured to use tls on an arbitrary port, by
default the hostname will be resolved with dns on
that port. this is an important setting. a common
reason for connection errors is incorrect dns
resolution of the hostname. the hostname cannot
be resolved with dns without port number.
proxifier will automatically search for free ports to
assign to the connection. if no free port is
available and you have entered the required port
proxifier will use this port. in case of a forced tls,
proxifier will accept only connections with tls
enabled on the port. this can be configured at tls
protocol tab.
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12 web browsing is easy with proxifier free. with
this great software, you can get privacy while you
browse the web. simply create a proxification rule
for any website and let proxifier take over. that's

it. proxifier free will show you a list of all the
websites you visit while you're online. you can

easily choose a proxification rule for any website
you want to visit and proxifier free will take over.
you can also use proxifier free to fix problems on

your computer. for example, if you get a 404 error
while you're trying to download a file from a

website, just select the website you're trying to
download from and choose proxifier free as your

download proxy. proxifier free will fix this
problem. proxifier free free download include a

complete set of the following: proxifier free
download supports all proxy types including http
and https proxifier free download supports socks

and http proxy proxifier free download supports ip
address, dns name and hostname proxifier free

download supports all ip address formats proxifier
free download is easy to use and includes

complete user-friendly interface 21 proxifier free
download's features include: proxifier free
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download supports ipv6 proxifier free download
supports all proxy types including http and https
proxifier free download supports socks and http

proxy proxifier free download supports ip address,
dns name and hostname proxifier free download

supports all ip address formats proxifier free
download is easy to use and includes complete

user-friendly interface 5ec8ef588b
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